With the HILTON Dust Eater WHIRL vacuum package you are investing in efficiency, investing in productivity, and investing in a clean and safe working environment for you and your staff.

This lightweight high performance design with cyclonic AFPT and a powerful 2 stage motor really is the real deal. Same hose and tool package as the Deluxe model with a lightweight trolley, this vacuum is the ideal tool for those wanting performance, quality and reliability to quickly do those dusty jobs.

The extra powerful motor, a tuned cyclonic action and highly engineered M Class 99.97% filtration multi-sock filter system form the core of the Dust Eater AFPT.

Sustained suction, and unsurpassed cleaning capability with fine dusts, filings and other industrial wastes mean less mess, less downtime and greater focus on your core activities.

Add extra power, capacity and wet capability with our extensive range of Cyclonic Separators and tool sets.

www.hiltonvacuums.com

POWERFUL VACUUMS FOR DIFFICULT JOBS

NEW ZEALAND • AUSTRALIA
WHIRL PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- The powerful Vacuum with Cyclonic Air Filter Path Technology.
- Heavy Duty trolley
- 10 metres of 38mm hose.*
- 2 Hose cuffs.
- Vacuum pipes.
- Dusting brush, Crevice tool, Floor tool.

*38mm/51mm hose and anti-static options available.

WHIRL SPECIFICATIONS
- Dry vacuum only with a capacity of 50 Litres
- Vacuum: 35 kpa / Water lift 3000mm.
- Motor: 2 stage 7.9 amp - Bypass motor with sealed bearing system.
- Filter System: CyclonicM Class 99.97% filtration multi-sock filter system with Air Filter Path Technology (AFPT).

LOW MAINTENANCE WASTE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

DELUXE
High Performance Design: Total weight is 37kg including a Heavy Duty Truck Trolley, which can carry the hose and all its tools for easy transportation around most work environments.

DUST EATER DELUXE
60L Industrial Vacuum Cleaner
- 2HP
- 3 stage motor
- Full hose and tools kit
- Heavy duty drum trolley

TRADIE
Same package as the Deluxe model but with a heavy duty drum trolley that makes it more portable taking up less room in a vehicle.

DUST EATER TRADIE 218 SERIES
60L Industrial Vacuum Cleaner
- 3 stage motor
- Full hose and tools kit
- Heavy duty drum trolley

JUNIOR
A powerful 2 stage motor, smaller size and lighter weight trolley makes it the choice for those smaller jobs requiring fast, effective removal of fine dust. Same hose and tool package as the Deluxe model and ideal for light industrial or commercial use (perfect for clubs, churches, schools and the serious home handy man).

DUST EATER – JR. 218 SERIES
40L Portable Cyclonic Vacuum
- Commercial/light weight Industrial
- 10M hose and tools kit
- Light weight trolley

M CLASS
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